Optimize Your
File Gateway Investment
Our OPTx Tool

Looking to have more control, visibility, and ease of access over
file transfers using IBM’s Sterling File Gateway?
• Import data from multiple source
systems

With tens of thousands of migrated files under our belt, OPTx
expedites the IBM SFG implementation and extends its capabilities
for maximum functionality.

• Track migration processes with audit trail
• Store all integration details, including
secured credentials
• Publish to multiple targets with different
data (e.g., test, prod)
• Search and report on data stored in
schedules or different formats
• Establish long-term repository for all
metadata
• Customize interface with information
important to you
• Offer role-based security and segregation
of data to authorized users
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The Benefit of OPTx
Save valuable time and money.
OPTx is a pre-built collection of SFG assets paired with a customizable dashboard that is simple to install and quick to customize
to meet your specific business requirements.By operating as a
single-source system, OPTx facilitates importing and exporting
project information to downstream targets.
With OPTx’s seamless experience, you can quickly and easily
search for project events, identify and resolve issues, and track key
player transactions. OPTx also allows for full collaboration among
resources. Every task and role is conveniently housed in custom
dashboards, minimizing risk and increasing efficiency.
With its focus on implementing SFG partners and routes more
quickly with less configuration and setup, OPTx offers control and
visibility every step of the way.
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Click to schedule a demo!

How it Works
Implementation Jumpstart

Migration Management

•• Pre-built extensible protocols / routing channels

•• Divisional access support

•• Reusable flow patterns

•• Tailored import from legacy MFT solutions

•• Sub-folder mailboxes and listening producer controls

•• Dynamic reporting extension

•• Easy configuration interface

•• Customizable dashboard views

•• Core product import service publishes to SFG

•• Automated notifications and audit trail

•• Test-to-production promotion

•• User notes by partner and to-do list

•• Not dependent on IBM Versions

The Tech Behind the Tool
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Track and Report
OPTx is built for migrations: our tool allows users to import data from legacy solutions, massage data to
meet new specs, and provide migration analytics during every step of the project. In a single click, OPTx
publishes the refreshed data to your new solution.

About ComResource

Get in Touch with Us!

ComResource, Inc., an Ohio-based technology consulting
firm, offers Integration Services, Professional Services
and Storage Solutions to help companies implement,
manage, and operate their IT solutions.

For more information on our integration services or one
of our other powerful solutions, please contact:
email: info@comresource.com
or call: 1-866-859-9942

Whether you are a large corporation looking to supplement your existing staff or a small-to-medium-sized
business looking to offload your entire integration
services, ComResource can develop, implement, and
support your integration needs.
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www.comresource.com/powerful-solutions-services/
business-integration/
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Click to schedule a demo!

